Pseudodominant inheritance in a family with nonautoimmune hypothyroidism due to biallelic DUOX2 mutations.
Mutations in the dual oxidase 2 gene (DUOX2) is the most common genetic cause of congenital hypothyroidism (CH) in Japan. All previously described DUOX2 mutation-carrying families have followed autosomal recessive inheritance. We report a nonconsanguineous Japanese family harbouring biallelic DUOX2 mutations, which presented an apparently dominant inheritance of nonautoimmune hypothyroidism. The proband and her two sisters had been diagnosed as having CH on newborn screening and were treated with levothyroxine. Their mother had subclinical hypothyroidism. We sequenced DUOX2 in the proband and her family members. Pathogenicity of the identified novel mutation (p.Y1347C) was verified in vitro. We found that the proband and her sisters were compound heterozygous for a novel DUOX2 mutation p.Y1347C and a previously reported functional variant p.H678R. Unexpectedly, we found that the mother was homozygous for p.H678R. Expression experiments showed that the p.Y1347C mutant had reduced H2 O2 -producing activity, although there was no significant difference in the level of protein expression or localization, between wild type and p.Y1347C. We report a DUOX2 mutation-carrying pedigree presenting pseudodominant inheritance of nonautoimmune hypothyroidism. We speculate that the relatively high frequency of DUOX2 mutations could lead to pseudodominant inheritance in Japan.